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When you wipe products onto or off of furniture, it is recommended you
use a lint-free cloth. What qualifies as lint-free? Here is what you
shouldn’t use: cotton, terry cloth, paper towels, shop towels, wool, or
linen. For true lint-free-ness (is that a word?), use a microfiber cloth.
You can get inexpensive ones at Dollar Tree.

Don't just throw your hinge hardware in a baggie & label it “Craigslist
Desk”. Old furniture can be finicky, & you don’t want crooked
doors because of slight differences in the drill holes and screws. Put
screws back into the hinge holes they each came out of, & use painters
tape to hold them there. Label your tape with the hinge position, like
“Left Door Top”. This ensures you are assembling exactly as it was,
so no surprises. I can’t tell you how many times this extra care has
saved me hours of headaches later!
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Keep track of your drawers. Again, old furniture is finicky, & you don’t
want your drawers to go back in crooked, tight or wobbly. Number your
drawers top to bottom, left to right, or whatever system works for you.
Write the number in pencil underneath the bottom of the drawer. No
one will be the wiser, but you will know exactly how the drawers fit best
in the piece.
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When painting a mirror, the best method is to remove the mirror &
paint the frame separately. Not all mirrors are constructed that way,
though. You can use painters tape on the mirror, & scrape any drips
off later with a razor blade, but paint can still get stuck between the
mirror and frame and be reflected. So what is the solution? Insert
large index cards between the mirror & frame, & tape them into place.
Later, they slide right out & take any drips with them.

Wash your new paint brush before you use it. You will remove any
bristles that are loose, & ensure they don’t end up in your finish. You
can clean brushes with a mild soap and warm water, or you can
purchase soap made specifically for washing paint brushes. If your
brush has a metal ferrel (the part that holds the bristles together), you’ll
want to hang it to dry, so moisture doesn’t sit inside and rust the metal.
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BONUS!

You can use a brown paper bag to “sand” a dry painted piece. It will
smooth out any imperfections without leaving any scratches.

